
Product portfolio overview



COLOUR: Green

SMELL: Kiwi

B2C Standard: 500ml

B2B Standard: 5L | 25L 

EXTERIOR | CAR WASH

Use 25-50ml concentrate in 10-20L of lukewarm water.

For more foam, hold a high pressure cleaner in the washing

bucket. Work with washing glove from top to bottom and

rinse with clean water after cleaning process. For a gentle

hand wash, the two-bucket method is recommended.

After drying, you may finish the paint with a Quick Detailer like Spray

Shine. 

The product can be used in a foam gun, however, better foam results will be

achieved by using "Snow Foam" as foamy pre-cleaner.

SUPREME AUTO BATHPERFORMANCE SERIES

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

perfect for bucket wash >
super slick & perfect glide>
High suds & rich foam>
pH-neutral | safe for waxes & sealants>
excellent cleaning properties>

SKU: PS01006

EAN: 4260512240660

CUSTOMS N°: 34022090

"Easy to use and pH-neutral car shampoo concentrate
with extreme gliding effect to prevent wipe scratches"

SUITABLE PRODUCTS:

Drying Towels, Wash Mitt,

Wash Bucket, Soft Brushes



COLOUR: Green

SMELL: Delicious Candy

B2C Standard: 1L

B2B Standard: 5L | 10L | 25L 

EXTERIOR | PRE-WASH

Spray/Apply on vehicle. Let the foam stay on the vehicle. Use a microfibre

washmitt to clean the car. Alternatively, rinse the vehicle without cleaning

the surface with a washmitt. 

Dilution: 
High.Pressure Washer/Foam Gun: 30-100ml in 1 L

Pump-up Foamers: 10-30ml in 1 L

Hand Wash (Bucket): 25-50ml in 10 L

SNOW FOam 

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

perfect for pre-wash, bucket wash & foam partys>
extremely thick foam>
foam gun/lance approved>
pH-neutral | safe for waxes & sealants>
excellent cleaning properties >

SKU: PS01011

EAN: 4260512241674

CUSTOMS N°: 34022090

"A product you can't stop using: thick foam that covers your car
combined with excellent smell and satisfying cleaning
properties."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS:

Drying Towels, Wash Mitt,

Wash Bucket, Soft Brushes

PERFORMANCE SERIES



COLOUR: Pink

SMELL: Fruity

B2C Standard: 250ml

B2B Standard: 5L | 25L 

EXTERIOR | CAR WASH

Use 20-40ml concentrate in 10-20L of lukewarm water.

For more foam, hold a high pressure cleaner in the washing

bucket. Work with washing glove from top to bottom and

rinse with clean water. For a gentle hand wash, the twobucket

method is recommended.

After drying, finish the paint with Ultra Gloss Detailer, Spray Wax

or Spray Shine.

Do not use on hot surfaces.

WASHING CONCENTRATE

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

perfect for bucket wash >
slick & perfect glide>
thick foam>
pH-neutral | safe for waxes & sealants>
moisturising effect>

SKU: HF01002

EAN: 4260512240028

CUSTOMS N°: 34022090

"Shampoo Concentrate suitable for wax-sealed cars with
High dilution ratio and surface-nourishing oils"

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: Drying

Towels, Wash Mitt, Wash Bucket,

Soft Brushes



COLOUR: Violet

SMELL: Honey

B2C Standard: 250ml

B2B Standard: 5L | 25L 

EXTERIOR | DECONTAMINATION

Use Cleansing Extract with Clay Bar. 

Apply Cleansing Extract to remove contamination. Before using Clay

Bar, free the paint from any larger particles of dirt. Briefly knead the

Clay Bar and mould it into a handy rectangle. Moisten the paint with

Cleansing Extract and apply the Clay Bar with light pressure and

longitudinal motions to embed the dirt in the Clay Bar. Avoid using

high pressure on a single spot. Constantly knead the Clay Bar to embed

dirt. Do not use on hot surfaces.

CLEANSING EXTRACT (LUBER)

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

pH-neutral Cleaner & Luber>
creates gliding effect for Clay Bar>
water-based>
easy to remove>

SKU: HF01005

EAN: 4260512240059

CUSTOMS N°: 34022090

"A ph-neutral luber for using the clay bar safely and
with maximum cleaning power."

SUITABLE ACCESSOIRES:

Supreme Auto Bath, Washing

Concentrate, Clay Bar, 

Microfibre Towels

for Paint, Chrome, Glass, smooth

Plastics (e.g. lights)
>



COLOUR: Gray (former: blue)

SMELL: none

B2C Standard: 1 pc in glass jar

B2B Standard: 1 pc inglass jar or

plastic box 

EXTERIOR | DECONTAMINATION

Apply Cleansing Extract to remove contamination. Before using Clay Bar,

free the paint from any larger particles of dirt. Briefly knead the Clay Bar

and mould it into a handy rectangle. Moisten the paint with Cleansing

Extract and apply the Clay Bar with light pressure and longitudinal motions

to embed the dirt in the Clay Bar. Avoid using high pressure on a single spot.

Constantly knead the Clay Bar to embed dirt. 

CLAY BAR

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

long lasting quality>
lightly abrasive>
easily removes sticky contamination

e.g. flash rust, insect/bugs, resin, etc.
>

SKU: HF01004

EAN: 4260512240042

CUSTOMS N°: 34022090

"Use this premium quality Clay bar to erase sticky dirt
and decontaminate your car's surface."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS:

Supreme Auto Bath, Cleansing

Extract, Microfibre Towels

for Paint, Chrome, Glass, smooth

Plastics (e.g. lights)
>

Please note: Always use with  Cleansing Extract, Gass Cleaner or use

while shampooing the vehicle. Never use on dry surfaces! After using

please store Clay Bar in water to keep it from drying out. Do not use

on hot surfaces



COLOUR: Violet

SMELL: none

B2C Standard: 300ml

B2B Standard: 5L | 10L | 25L 

EXTERIOR | WHEELS

Shake well before us. Spray onto surface. Colour changes to purple when

cleansing effect kicks in. Rinse with clean water and dry surface with

HERRENFAHRT Drying Towel or Multi-puprose Cloth. If the rims are

contaminated heavily, use a rim brush to work in the cleaner. This may help

getting rid of the dirt.

RIM CLEANER

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

pH-neutral formulation>
acid-free>
Gel / sticks to the surface>
colour change indication>

SKU: HF01014

EAN: 4260512240295

CUSTOMS N°: 34053000

"A pH-neutral gel suitable for all wheel types. Easy to
remove and with smart colour change to indicate best
timing to wash off."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: 

Microfibre Wheel Brush, Wool

Wheel Brush, Microfibre Towels

for all wheel types>

Please note: Do not use Rim Cleaner on hot rims.

It is most effective to use Rim Cleaner on a dry rim. Do not use on hot

surfaces. We recommend using Rim Cleaner on dry and cold surfaces.



COLOUR: Clear

SMELL: fresh

B2C Standard: 300ml

B2B Standard: 5L | 10L | 25L 

EXTERIOR & INTERIEUR | GLASS

Shake well before use and spray onto surface. Buff in and wipe off excess

with a Polishing Cloth. Persistent dirt may be removed by using a Clay Bar

and Cleansing Extract

GLASS CLEANER

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

Alcohol >5%>
Gel-based formulation>
slight water repellency>
streak-free application>

SKU: HF01018

EAN: 4260512240332

CUSTOMS N°: 34053000

"This Glass Cleaner is based on a gel-formulation that
sticks to the surface, avoiding product residue striping
down. Easy, fast and streak-free use."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: 

Carbon Fibre Cloth, Clay Bar

crystal clear view>

Please note: You can use Glass Cleaner as a Luber for Clay Bar or to

remove water spots from chrome or paint surfaces.



COLOUR: Blie

SMELL: Aqua Fresca

B2B Standard: 50ml + Towel

INTERIOR | (TOUCH) DISPLAYS 

Spray Display Cleaner onto display or onto Carbonfibre Cloth and work in

without pressure. Buff off until streaks are gone. 

Display cleaner set

PRODUCT PURPOSE

Gel-based formulation

suitable for all display types,

especially touch displays
>

easy to wipe off 

Carbonfibre Display Cleaner Cloth

included
>

SKU: HF01040

EAN: 4260512241230

CUSTOMS N°: 34053000

"everytime you use an old tissue to clean your touch
display, a detailer gets a heartattack."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: 

Glass Cleaner, Carbonfibre Cloth

designed to remove skin fats

B2C Standard: 50ml + Towel

HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

>

>

>



COLOUR: white

SMELL: pine

B2C Standard: 300ml

B2B Standard: 5L | 10L | 25L 

EXTERIOR & INTERIEUR |  

ALL SURFACES

Shake well before us. Spray onto surface, wait up to 10 seconds, buff out

afterwards. Alternatively, spray Multi-Purpose Cleaner on microfibre cloth

and apply on surface. You could also use the cleaner with a detailing brush. 

MULTI-PURPOSE CLEANER

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

suitable for textile/fabric, plastic, metal,...>
safe for all surfaces>
fast cleaning effects>
gently removes stians, dirt, grime 

and oils
>

SKU: HF01016

EAN: 4260512240318

CUSTOMS N°: 34053000

"Powerful all-purpose cleaner for exterior and
interior surfaces."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS:

Detailing Brushes, Microfibre Towels

Please note: If applied on chrome surfaces use a detailer afterwards

since the Multi-Purpose Cleaner could leave  oily residues.



COLOUR: Purple

SMELL: Fruity

B2C Standard: 300ml

B2B Standard: 5L | 10L | 25L 

INTERIOR | PLASTICS, RUBBER CARE

Remove persistent stains with Multi-Purpose Cleaner before applying

Dashboard Detailer. Spray a fine layer onto surface and work in with an

Applicator Pad or Microfibre Towel. Allow to dry completely.

Alternatively, spray Dashboard Detailer onto microfibre towel and apply on

surface. 

Dashboard Detailer

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

suitable for textile/fabric, plastic, metal,...>

infused with polymer technology>
"safe to touch" after application>
satin-matt finish without oily

residues
>

SKU: HF01017

EAN: 4260512240325

CUSTOMS N°: 34022090

"Easy to use Dashboard Detailer that leaves a satin-
matt finish that is safe to touch."

SUITABLE ACCESSOIRES:

Detailing Brushes, Microfibre Towels

water-based>



COLOUR: White

SMELL: Fresh

B2C Standard: 300ml

B2B Standard: 5L | 10L | 25L 

EXTERIOR | PAINT, GLASS,

PLASTICS

Apply Spray Shine onto cleaned or lightly contaminated surfaces and use a

premium microfibre cloth to buff off. Done! 

Spray Shine

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

suitable for all paint types & coatings>

gloss enhancing & sleek surface>
6+ weeks durabilty>
hydrophobic properties>

SKU: HF01007

EAN: 4260512240073

CUSTOMS N°: 34053000

"Easy to use Detailer with gloss enhancing polymers,
convincing beading properties and durable resistance."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: 

Microfibre Towels, Coatings, Waxes

innovative polymer technology>



COLOUR: Clear

SMELL: Licorice

B2C Standard: 300ml

B2B Standard: 5L | 10L | 25L 

EXTERIOR | PAINT QUICK FINISH

Apply Spray Wax onto cleaned or lightly contaminated surfaces and use a

premium microfibre cloth to buff off. Done!

Spray WAX

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

quick cleaner for inbetween washes>

easy to apply & buff off>
4+ weeks durability>
hydrophobic properties>

SKU: HF01006

EAN: 4260512240066

CUSTOMS N°: 34053000

"Synthetic Spray wax for quick detailing between washes or for
removing light decontaminations."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: 

Microfibre Towels, Coatings, Waxes

based on polymers>



COLOUR: Clear

SMELL: Choco

B2C Standard: 250ml

B2B Standard: 5L | 10L | 25L 

EXTERIOR | TYRE CARE

Clean the tyres with Multi-Purpose Cleaner. Use an applicator

pad or sponge and apply Tyre Dressing evenly. Let dry for at least 15

minutes. If you used too much product on the surface and it won’t dry by

itself, buff off with a short-piled microfibre cloth.

TYRE DRESSING

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

satin-matt finish>

protection from fading & cracking>
hydrophobic properties>

SKU: HF01015

EAN: 4260512240301

CUSTOMS N°: 34053000

"Easy to use and fast-drying Tyre Dressing that leaves a satin-
matt finish without oily looks."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: 

Microfibre Towels, Applicator Pad

easy to apply>



COLOUR: White

SMELL: Fresh Laundry

B2C Standard: 500ml

B2B Standard: 5L | 10L | 25L 

EXTERIOR | PRE-WASH

Spray onto surface. Wait for 2-10 min (depending on level of

contamination). Wash down with clear water or wash the car with car

shampoo. Please note: It is important that the surface is cool to the touch

and won't dry out!

insect & RESIN Remover

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

Gel formulation >

easy to apply & wash off>
safe for plastic surfaces / no smearing nor

white residues
>

hydrophobic properties>

SKU: PS01013

EAN: 4260512241650

CUSTOMS N°: 34053000

"Highly efficient cleaner that works well against insect and
resin without harming the surface or leaving stains."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: 

Microfibre Towels

removes insect residues & resin quickly>

PERFORMANCE SERIES



COLOUR: White

SMELL: Vanilla

B2C Standard: 165gr / glass jar

B2B Standard: 165gr / glass jar

EXTERIOR | PAINT SEALANT

Clean the surface and polish it if necessary. You may wipe down the surface

with IPA (degreaser). Use the wooden spatula to apply a small amount of

wax to the Wax Application Pad. Apply wax in circular motions.

A thin layer works best, do not use too much product. Let dry for 20-30

mins and wipe down with a high pile microfibre cloth (best results with

Buffing Towel). Avoid water for 24 hours to ensure the natural hardening

process. Let surface dry in sunlight for 1-2 hours to allow carnauba crystals

to harden up faster.

premium carnauba WAX

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

no synthetic solvents>

easy to apply & buff off>
6+ months durability>
hydrophobic properties>

SKU: HF01001

EAN: 4260512240011

CUSTOMS N°: 34053000

"The only high-volume Carnauba wax in the world that is 98%
biodegredable and performs without syntethic solvents."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: 

Microfibre Towels, Wax Applicator

33% Grade A Carnauba Volume>

Boron-Nitrid infused for 

increased protection
>



COLOUR: Yellow

SMELL: Apricot

B2C Standard: 100gr / glass jar

B2B Standard: 100gr / glass jar

EXTERIOR | PAINT SEALANT

Clean the surface and polish it if necessary. You may wipe down the surface

with IPA (degreaser). Use a soft foam applicator pad and apply wax in

circular motions.

A thin layer works best, do not use too much product. Let dry for 20-30

mins and wipe down with a high pile microfibre cloth (best results with

Buffing Towel). Avoid water for 24 hours to ensure the natural hardening

process. Let surface dry in sunlight for 1-2 hours to allow carnauba crystals

to harden up faster.

HYBRID CARNAUBA WAX

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

Siloxane infused for increased

beading and durability 
>

easy to apply & buff off>
6+ months durability>
hydrophobic properties>

SKU: PS01004

EAN: 4260512240646

CUSTOMS N°: 34053000

"Hybrid wax consisting of natural grade-a carnauba and
siloxane polymers for enhanced beading and durability."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: 

Microfibre Towels, Wax Applicator

35% Carnauba Volume>

PERFORMANCE SERIES



COLOUR: Yellow

SMELL: Vanilla

B2C Standard: 250gr

B2B Standard: 1L

EXTERIOR | PAINT CORRECTION

Use 3-4 pea-sized drops on cutting pad. If pad is new, increase the amount

of polish by 25%, this helps prevent dusting. Use the lowest RPM to spread

the polish evenly on the segment you’re working on. Turn up to the middle

stage of possible RPM and use slight pressure to work in the polish. Vary

the pressure you put on the machine to get different cutting effects. Turn

up to maximum RPM and polish until it is nearly clear.

XCUT 2000 Medium 1-Step-Polish

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

no fillers / no silicone oils>

Cutting Power: Medium (P2000)>
nearly no dusting, long processing time>
Rotary Speed: 1.500-2.000RPM

DA Polisher: 2.000-10.000RPM
>

SKU: PS01002

EAN: 4260512240622

CUSTOMS N°: 34053000

"Revolutionary 1-Step-Compound based on aluminium powder
with medium cutting power that still allows control, low
dusting and a swirl-free, high gloss finish."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: 

Cutting Pad, Polishing Pad, Hand Applicator,

DA & Rotary Polisher, Buffing Towel

true 1-Step-Technology (Cut & Finish)>

PERFORMANCE SERIES



COLOUR: Orange

SMELL: Melon

B2C Standard: 250gr

B2B Standard: 1L

EXTERIOR | PAINT CORRECTION

Use 3-4 pea-sized drops on cutting pad. If pad is new, increase the amount

of polish by 25%, this helps prevent dusting. Use the lowest RPM to spread

the polish evenly on the segment you’re working on. Turn up to the middle

stage of possible RPM and use slight pressure to work in the polish. Vary

the pressure you put on the machine to get different cutting effects. Turn

up to maximum RPM and polish until it is nearly clear.

XCUT 1000 HeaVy 1-Step-Polish

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

no fillers / no silicone oils>

Cutting Power: Extreme (P1000)>
nearly no dusting, long processing time>
Rotary Speed: 1.500-2.000RPM

DA Polisher: 2.000-10.000RPM
>

SKU: PS01003

EAN: 4260512240639

CUSTOMS N°: 34053000

"Revolutionary 1-Step-Compound based on aluminium powder
with extreme cutting power that still allows control, low
dusting and long processing."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: 

Cutting Pad, Wool Pad, Hand Applicator,

DA & Rotary Polisher, Buffing Towel

true 1-Step-Technology (Cut & Finish)>

PERFORMANCE SERIES



COLOUR: Orange

SMELL: Cheese Cake

B2C Standard: 250gr

B2B Standard: 1L

EXTERIOR | PAINT CORRECTION

Use 3-4 pea-sized drops on cutting pad. If pad is new, increase the amount

of polish by 25%, this helps prevent dusting. Use the lowest RPM to spread

the polish evenly on the segment you’re working on. Turn up to the middle

stage of possible RPM and use slight pressure to work in the polish. Vary

the pressure you put on the machine to get different cutting effects. Turn

up to maximum RPM and polish until it is nearly clear.

POLISH (Finish)

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

no fillers / no silicone oils>

Cutting Power: Fine (P3200)>
easy to wipe off / no dusting>
Rotary Speed: 1.500-2.000RPM

DA Polisher: 2.000-10.000RPM
>

SKU: HF01003

EAN: 4260512240035

CUSTOMS N°: 34053000

"high Performance Finish Polish for Removing Swirls and
fine scratches."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: 

Finish Pad, Hand Applicator, DA & Rotary

Polisher, Buffing Towel

Micro-Polishing Compound>



COLOUR: Black

SMELL: Fresh

B2C Standard: 300ml

B2B Standard: 5L | 10L | 25L 

also: concentrae (1L)

EXTERIOR | ALL SURFACES SEALANT

Spray Graphene Detailer to a microfibre towel and apply on surface. 

Surface should be clean. For professional use, surface can be wiped down

with IPA to enhance bonding capabilities. 

Works well on Graphene-coated surfaces (e.g. AEOS Graphene Coating)

GRAPHENE DETAILER

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

Graphene Oxide infused Detailer>

chemical resistancy >
8+ weeks durability>
hydrophobic properties>

SKU: HF01033

EAN: 4260512241711

CUSTOMS N°: 34053000

"Graphene infused detailer that can be applied as a
maintenance product for coated surface or stand-alone
sealant. Enhances gloss and beading properties."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: 

Microfibre Towels, Coatings, Waxes

extreme gloss enhancing>



SKU: HF01032

EAN: 4260512241711

COLOUR: Black

SMELL: none

B2C Standard: 30ml

B2B Standard: 30ml

EXTERIOR | ALL SURFACES

please see brochure

AERA Sio2/Graphene-Hybrid Coating

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

SiO2-Graphene-Oxide Hybrid Coating>

durabilty 6+ months>
resistancy: pH 5-11>
extremely hydrophobic>

"Easy to use maintenance coating that can also be used as a
light sealant."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: 

AEOS, AEON, Graphene Detailer

slick surface>

used as light coating or maintenance

coating for AEOS and AEON
>



COLOUR: Black

SMELL: none

B2C Standard: 30ml

B2B Standard: 30ml

EXTERIOR | ALL SURFACES

please see brochure

AEOS Graphene Coating

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

Graphene-Oxide Coating>

durabilty 3+ years>
resistancy: pH 2-13>
extremely hydrophobic>

SKU: HF01031

EAN: 4260512241704 

"revolutionary Polymer coating with high ratio of graphene
oxide."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: 

AERA, AEON, Graphene Detailer

slick surface>

corrosion reduction & less waterspots>



COLOUR: Clear

SMELL: none

B2C Standard: 50ml

B2B Standard: 50ml | 100ml

EXTERIOR | ALL SURFACES

please see brochure

AEON Ceramic Coating

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

Si02-based formulation>

durabilty 3+ years>
resistancy: pH 3-11>
extremely hydrophobic>

SKU: HF01030

EAN: 4260512241094

"Sio2-based coating that provides long lasting effects while
being easy and fast to apply."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: 

AERA, AEON, Graphene Detailer

double layer application>



COLOUR: Purple

SMELL: Coconut

B2C Standard: 300ml

B2B Standard: 5L | 10L | 25L 

EXTERIOR | PAINT, GLASS,

PLASTICS

Apply Ultra Gloss Detailer onto cleaned or lightly contaminated surfaces

and use a premium microfibre cloth to buff off. Done!

Ultra Gloss Detailer

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

for a convincing final touch>

easy to apply & buff off>
6+ weeks durability>
hydrophobic & gloss enhancing

properties
>

SKU: PS01005

EAN: 4260512240653

CUSTOMS N°: 34053000

"Water-based detailer with Silicium-infused polymers that
delivers high gloss results."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: 

Microfibre Towels, Coatings, Waxes

based on water, infused with Si+>

PERFORMANCE SERIES



COLOUR: White

SMELL: Fresh

B2C Standard: 250ml

B2B Standard: 5L | 10L  

INTERIOR | SMOOTH LEATHER

Use with  Leather Sponge or medium brush. Soak sponge with lukewarm

water and wring it out. Drip Smooth Leather Cleaner onto the sponge (or

brush). Squeeze sponge until enough cleaning foam has built up. Clean the

leather surface in circular motions. Wipe off with a microfibre cloth. Allow

to dry 30 minutes before adding Leather Conditioner.

SMOOTH Leather Cleaner

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

water-based formulation>

removes stains easily>
non-agressive>
does not leave stains or marks>

SKU: PS01006

EAN: 4260512240660

CUSTOMS N°: 34053000

"Water-based cleaner that efficiently removes stains and dirt
from smooth leather surfaces."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: 

Microfibre Towels, Leather Brush,

Leather Sponge

free of harsh chemicals>

PERFORMANCE SERIES



COLOUR: White

SMELL: Fresh

B2C Standard: 250ml

B2B Standard: 5L | 10L  

INTERIOR | SMOOTH LEATHER

Clean the leather with Smooth Leather Cleaner.

Use an applicator pad and apply a hazelnut-sized amount of Smooth Leather

Protection to it. Work in evenly. Let the lotion soak in. This process takes up

to 15 Minutes. Repeat – if needed – on heavily stressed areas.

SMOOTH Leather Conditioner

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

satin-matt finish / smooth to the touch>

soaks in without buffing off>
re-establishs fat balance in leather>
does not leave smearings or residues>

SKU: PS01007

EAN: 4260512240677

CUSTOMS N°: 34053000

"Gentle and protective lotion for all smooth leather surfaces.
Vitalises and protects leather while leaving a satin-matt finish
to it."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: 

Microfibre Towels, Applicator Pad

based on rich oils>

PERFORMANCE SERIES



COLOUR: Clear

SMELL: Fresh

B2C Standard: 150ml

B2B Standard: 5L | 10L  

INTERIOR | SMOOTH LEATHER

Shake before us. Pour a few drops of product to a damp Leather Sponge and

squeeze rapidly to create a thin layer of foam. Work in the product in

circular motions without any pressure. Use a short-piled microfibre towel to

wipe down the residues. Alternatively, pour product onto a brush and apply

in circular motions.

DEEP CLEANSING TONIC

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

water-based formulation>

creates active foam>
removes even stubborn stains>
especially effective on aniline &

pigmented leathers
>

SKU: HF01010

EAN: 4260512240080

CUSTOMS N°: 34022090

"A gentle but effective cleaner specially designed to clean 
old and used leathers Surfaces easily."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: 

Microfibre Towels, Leather Sponge,

Leather Brush

fast but gentle cleansing>



COLOUR: White

SMELL: Fresh

B2C Standard: 150ml

B2B Standard: 5L | 10L  

INTERIOR | SMOOTH LEATHER

Shake well before use. Clean leather surface thoroughly before use. Shake

well and apply a small amount on an applicator pad. Work into leather and

let dry, allowing the rich formula to deeply penetrate and strengthen the

worn-out material. Heavily used parts like armrests and seats can be treated

twice. To attain an enhanced effect, use Leather Conditioner afterwards.

Revitalizing Cream

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

revitalizes worn-out leather>

ideal for heavily used  or old leather>
soaks in without buffing off>
nurtures the leather surface,

restoring fat balance and  make it

soft and elastical again

>

SKU: HF01013

EAN: 4260512240110

CUSTOMS N°: 34022090

"Nurtures and restores old and heavily used leather, making
it elastical and smooth again."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: 

Microfibre Towels, Deep Cleansing Tonic,

Leather Conditioner, Applicator Pad

leaves a natural feel>



COLOUR: Clear

SMELL: Bloom

B2C Standard: 150ml

B2B Standard: 5L | 10L  

INTERIOR | SMOOTH LEATHER

Shake well before use. Clean leather surface thoroughly before use. Shake

well and apply a small amount on an applicator pad. Use Leather

Conditioner first. Then apply Transfer Sealant. Work into leather and let

dry, allowing coating to fully penetrate the surface.

Colour Transfer Sealant

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

based on rich oils and natural polymers>

reduces colour transfer from clothes>
dirt can be wiped off easily>
dirt cannot penetrate into leather

structure
>

SKU: HF010101

EAN: 4260512240097

CUSTOMS N°: 34051000

"A long lasting sealant for bright smooth leathers prevents
from colour transfer through clothes and facilitates the
cleaning process."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: 

Microfibre Towels, Deep Cleansing Tonic,

Leather Conditioner, Applicator Pad

for bright colours only>



COLOUR: White

SMELL: Fresh

B2C Standard: 150ml

B2B Standard: 5L | 10L  

INTERIOR | SMOOTH LEATHER

Shake well before use. Pour a small amount on an applicator pad and apply  

 in gentle circular motions. Heavily used parts like armrests, seats and

backrests may be treated again in a second step. Please note that leather

may have a glossy effect while applying the product but will return to its

natural matt finish when the product is fully soaked into the surface.

Leather Conditioner

PRODUCT PURPOSE HARD FACTS:

APPLICATION:

based on rich oils>

prevents leather from scratches &

cracking
>

soaks in, no buffing off>
especially effective on aniline &

pigmented leathers
>

SKU: HF01012

EAN: 4260512240103

CUSTOMS N°: 34051000

"A superior conditioner for used and old leathers that
smoothens the surface and protects against stains."

SUITABLE PRODUCTS: 

Microfibre Towels, Deep Cleansing Tonic,

Colour Transfer Sealant, Revitalizing Cream,

Applicator Pad

satin-matt & natural feel finish >



Cutting & polishing pads

Suitable for rotary & Dual action polishers

german foam high-end quality 130/140mm standard size

>
> >

> logo print on back

WOOl Cutting Pad CUTTING PAd Bordeaux HEXPRO Pad orange HEXPRO Pad Yellow

Info: Mini Pads (32/34mm, 52/64mm and 75mm) available in March 2021

PS02009 PS02005 on request on request

Polishing Pad 

PS02006

Finish Pad black

PS02002

washable/re-usable>
durable material>



Product kits & boxes (selection)

Trial box with 
Premium carnauba wax

HF04004

Interieur essentials box
HFBOX003

Glass Cleaning Kit
HFKIT004

#giftsforcarlovers #giftsformen #1category1box



Sets | Boxes | Collections

PRemium Collection starter Collection



All-Purpose cloth
40x40cm

Carbonfibre glass cloth
50x40cm

Towels & Applicators

Buffing Towel
60x40cm

cleaning cloth
40x40cm

Interior cloth
40x40cm

drying towel
80x75cm

Polish applicator 
45x90mm

Wax applicator
45x90mm

UFO applicator pad
 



Brushes | Wash Mitt

Microfibre wheel
brush

Wool wheel brushes
short | curved | Long 

mircrofibre wash mitt
soft brushes
short | long


